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San Francisco Planning Commission
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Dear President Hillis and Commissioners:

Re: 3333 California Street, Draft Environmental Impact Report
SF Planning Department Case No: 2015-014028ENV
Hearing Date: December 13, 2018
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CITY & ~;UUf~; i~`~ OF S.F.
PLA~!NING DEPARTMENT

INTRODUCTION AND REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF COMMENT PERIOD

The Draft EIR states that the proposed project would have SIGNIFICANTAND

UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS ON HISTORICAL RESOURCES AND NOISE FROM

CONSTRUCTION.
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The Draft EIR states that the "proposed project or project variant would cause substantial

additional Vehicles Miles Traveled and/or substantially induce automobile travel" but claims that

reducing the retail parking would mitigate the impact to less than significant. DEIR pp. 4.C.68

and 80. We will submit comments on these and other matters. 74

We request a 15-dav extension of the 45-day co~nment~eriod on the Draft EIR from

December 24.2018 to January 8.2018 since t/ze project construction would last for 7-IS vears

and there is substantial community opposition to the developer's concept. We presented to the

Supervisor of District 2 approximately 800 signatures of residents opposing the developer's

concept and requested rezonings.

There are two new Full Preservation Alternatives which are feasible,

This Commission should support the Community Full Preservation Alternative because

such an alternative is feasible and would avoid substantial adverse changes in character-defining
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features of the historically significant resource. This Alternative would include the same number

of housing units as the proposed project (558 units) and the project variant (744 units). This

Commission should request that the Draft EIR (DEIR) be revised to substitute the Community

Full Preservation Alternative for DEIR Alternative C, because Alternative C would have 241ess

housing units than the proposed project and substantial new retail uses, which are not permitted

under the current site zoning. Retail was banned when the site was rezoned from First Residential

to limited commercial in order to prevent adverse effects on the Laurel Village Shopping Center

and Sacrament Street merchants.

Public Resources Code section 21002 confirms that it is the policy of the state that public

agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible

mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the significant environmental

effects of such projects. The DEIR admits that the developer's proposed concept "would cause a

substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource." DEIR p. B.41.

1. COMMUNITY FULL PRESERVATION ALTERNATIVE

The Community Full Preservation Alternative would have the same number of housing

units as the project (558 units) or project variant (744 units) and would build new residential

buildings where the parking lots are located along California Street. Also, a residential Mayfair

building would be built on a small portion of the landscaping. Other than that, the historically

significant landscaping including the beautiful Terrace designed by the renowned landscape

architects Eckbo, Royston &Williams and the majority of the 185 mature trees would be retained

and would continue to absorb greenhouse gases. Under this Alternative, the existing 1,183 asf

cafe and 11,500 gsf childcare center would remain in the main building. Approximately 10,000

gsf of office uses in the existing main building could be retained, at the developer's option.

The site would not be rezoned for approximately 54,117 gsf of retail uses or a 49,999 gsf

new office building. By using all the newly constructed buildings for housing, some units large

enough to be attractive to middle-income families would be provided along with other affordable
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housing. Retail uses were banned as a commercial use on the site by Planning Commission

Resolution 4109, which still applies, when the site zoning was changed from First Residential to

commercial with limitations, in order to prevent adverse effects on the adjacent retail uses in

Laurel Village Shopping Center and along the Sacramento Street neighborhood commercial area.

See Attachment G, Resolution 4109. This resolution was recorded in the chain of title as a

Stipulation as to Character of Improvements and can only be changed by the Board of

Supervisors.

The Community Alternative would retain all of the existing office building's character-

defining features and the bulk of the character-defining features of the site and landscape. Also,

this Alternative would be built in approximately 3 years, as opposed to the 15 years which the

developer is requesting in the development agreement so that if "conditions do not exist to build

out the entire project, we can phase construction in order to align with market conditions and

financing availability." Attachment A, October 12, 2017 email from Dan Safier. An architect is

drawing up a graphic of the Community Alternative, which we will submit as comment on the

Draft EIR.

2. ALTERNATIVE C: FULL PRESERVATION RESIDENTIAL ALTERNATIVE

There is also a new alternative in the Draft EIR (DEIR) which was not presented to the

Architectural Review Committee of the San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission on

March 21, 2018.

DEIR Alternative C: Full Preservation Residential Alternative would have 534 residential

units plus 44,306 gsf of retail uses. DEIR p. 6.13. Please note that some of the proposed retail

uses under this Alternative can be converted to residential uses to add 24 more residential units in

order to match the 558 residential units in the proposed project. The DEIR unreasonably

configured this alternative to have 24 less residential units than the project, in order to provide a

false pretext for its rejection.

Alternative C would not divide the existing office building with a 40-foot-wide pathway,

demolish the south wing of the building or destroy the Eckbo Terrace and majority of the
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historically-significant landscaping. (See Attachment Bhereto - Alternative C Site Plan from

DEIR p. 6.67) This alternative would also have 14,650 gsf of daycare uses. Ibid.

According to the DEIR, Alternative C would retain most of the existing office building's

character-defining features and many of the character-defining features of the site and landscape.

DEIR p. 6.78. It is unclear what the DEIR means by stating that "the glass curtain wall system

would be replaced with a system compatible with the historic resource," as the DEIR only states

that the replacement would be "a residential system that would be compatible with the historic

character of the resource; e.g. operable windows with small panes divided by a mullion and

muntins." DEIR pp. 6.77-6.78. Illustrations do not appear to have been provided. It is also

unclear what the DEIR means by stating that the proposed one-story vertical addition (12-feet

tall) "would appear visually subordinate to the historic portion of the building" and that "the new

rooftop addition would distinguish it from the original building yet be compatible with

Midcentury Modern design principles." DEIR pp. 6.77-6.79. Illustrations do not appear to have

been provided. The Final EIR should explain exactly what is meant by these two items so that

their impact on the character-defining features of the resource can be determined.

3. THERE IS AN EXISTING PATHWAY THROUGH THE BUILDING TO MASONIC.

Opening at the front of the main building, there is a pathway through the building that

opens into the Eckbo Terrace and continues to Masonic. See Attachment C, photos of pathway.

4. PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SITE ARE PROVIDED IN ATTACHMENT D.

Photographs of the property that were provided to the State Historic Resources

Commission are attached hereto because the DEIR does not appear to contain photographs of the

character-defining features, other than the aerial view on the cover. See Attachment D.

5. THE DEVELOPERS AND USCF CONCEALED THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE

OF THE PROPERTY.
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During the meetings UCSF held with community members prior to granting the

developer a 99-year lease for the property in 2015, UCSF concealed the historic significance of

the property from the community members. The developers also concealed the historic

significance of the site from community members during the time they met with community

members to discuss their development concepts. The City of San Francisco disclosed the historic

significance of the site in the Notice of Preparation of Environmental Impact Report and Notice

of Public Scoping Meeting dated September 20, 2017. However, UCSF knew at least six years

earlier that the site was a historically significant resource eligible for listing in the National

Register and California Register, as shown in the UCSF HISTORIC RESOURCES SUR vEY

prepared on February 8, 2011 by Carey & Co, Inc. See Attachment E, excerpts from Carey &

Co, Inc., UCSF HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEY.

6. The Public Has Acquired Rights of Recreational Use on Open Space on the Property.

As explained in the letter from attorney Fitzgerald, the public has acquired recreational

rights to the open space on the property as a result of the public's use of the used open space on

the property as a park. See Attachment F.

CONCLUSION

The Commission should support the Community Full Preservation Alternative which

would construct the new residential uses in approximately three years, rather than 7-15 years,

under the developer's proposal. This Commission should also request that the Community Full

Preservation Alternative be substituted for Alternative C in the DEIR. In the alternative, this

Commission should propose that Alternative C be modified so that no portion of the exterior of

the existing office building be removed or expanded and that 24 additional residential units be

constructed in the space allocated for 44,306 gsf of retail uses in Alternative C so that the total

number of residential uses in Alternative C would match the 558 units in the proposed project
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and 744 units in the project variant. Under this Alternative, as well as the Community Full

Preservation Alternative, the existing passageway which extends from the north of the building,

through the building, into the Eckbo Terrace, and onto an open-air pathway that directly connects

to Masonic Avenue can be used as a pathway open to the public. No division of the main

building would be needed to produce a pathway. There is also an existing open-air passageway

from the north gate through the property that connects with Laurel Street.

The confirmation of listing on the California Register of Historical Resources is attached.

See Attachment H.

Respectfully submitted,

Laurel Heights Improvement Association of SF, Inc.

~~~~~ ~

By: Kathryn Devincenzi, President

Telephone: (415) 221-4700

E-mail: LaurelHei~hts2016(c~gmail.com

ATTACHMENTS A-H
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Dan Safier <dsafier@pradogroup.com> Thu, Oct 12, 2017 at 3:45 PM
To: John Rothmann <johnrothmann2@yahoo.com>, Dan Kingsley <dkingsley@sksre.com>
Cc: Kathy Devincenzi <krdevincenzi@gmail.com>, Catherine Carr <catherine.a.carr@gmail.com>, "M.J. Thomas"
<mjinsf@comcast.net>, Richard Frisbie <frfbeagle@gmail.com>

Dear John, Kathy, Catherine, M.J., and Dick:

First of all John, thank you for the meeting last week at your home. As we agreed in the meeting, we are responding to
your recent questions regarding the project. We have re-arranged your questions slightly to group them according to
subject. If we haven't answered any of your questions, please let us know. We very much appreciate your willingness to
promptly write back to us with your five outstanding issues on the project that are currently preventing us from obtaining
LHIA support for the project. We appreciate your doing this so we can set a follow up meeting to find a mutually workable
solution.

LHIA Questions:

Q: You also stated that Prado wants to have a development agreement to lock in entitlements for longer periods
of time than would normally be allowed?

A: Yes, we are looking to enter into a development agreement (DA) with the City for a term of approximately 15 years.
For large projects with multiple buildings like 3333 California Street, the City generally requires a DA. The DA vests the
entitlements, protecting the entitlements from changes in the law in exchange for certain community benefits. This would
include the community benefit of certainty of the entitlements during that period. If we did not build the project during the
term of the DA, then the DA would expire and we would lose the protections of the DA.

Q: What portion of the project would be built first?

A: At this time, we have assumed that the Masonic and Euclid buildings would be built first. In general, we anticipate
construction beginning with a staging and site preparation phase, which will include some demolition, then excavation for
underground parking, followed by construction of the buildings. With the exception of work on the sidewalks, addition of
landscaping, paving, and connecting to the City's various systems and utilities, our general contractor, Webcor Builders, is
anticipating that construction will occur within the site. We will be preparing a detailed construction management plan,
and the EIR will include mitigation measures around construction emissions, air quality, etc. with which we will have to
comply.

Q: What would you expect to be built in each successive phase of the project?

A: At this time, we anticipate the following in each phase —Phase 1: Masonic and Euclid buildings; Phase 2: Center
Buildings A and B; Phase 3: Plaza A, Plaza B and Walnut buildings; and Phase 4: Mayfair Building and Laurel Duplexes.

Q: What do you anticipate the total period of time will be during each phase of construction?

A: Our current planning assumes that each phase would overlap, e.g., Phase 2 begins approximately 20 months afiter
Phase 1. Specifically, we think Phase 1 could take 30 months, Phase 2 could take 24 months, Phase 3 could take 36
months, and Phase 4 could take 20 months. Assuming an overlap of phases, from start to finish it could take
approximately six to seven years to complete all phases of the construction. This construction phasing and related



durations are consistent with and defined in the phasing schedule under review in our environmental application. While
the phasing could be accelerated, we have assumed a relatively conservative approach to the construction phasing.

Q: What is the period of time that you anticipate that construction will occur?

A: We anticipate that construction will occur in the spring of 2020.

Q: What is the reason for constructing the project in phases?

A: By allowing for potential phased construction, we would have the ability to complete and occupy portions of the project
as each phase is completed. If conditions do not exist to build out the entire project, we can phase construction in order
to align with market conditions and financing availability.

Q: How many extensions do you anticipate requesting for the entitlements?

A: None. Any extension of the DA's term would be a material amendment that would require Board of Supervisor's
approval.

Q: During those extended periods, would it be possible for Prado to request changes in the project as related
specifically to increased height, increased bulk, increased numbers of residential units, increased amounts of
retail or office space? What about the possibility of design changes or other changes? Could Prado apply to
change any part of the construction to provide the opportunity to have high rise construction?

A: Once the EIR is certified and the project is approved, any material changes to the project would be subject to new
environmental review, would require Planning Commission and Board of Supervisor approvals and also an amendment to
the DA. Any increase in height over what is entitled in our project would require a revision to the Planning Code and
Zoning Maps that would entail Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors approval.

Q: There are genuine concerns about reducing open spaces and reduced on-site parking places.

A: Open space will be part of the entitlements and will likely be considered by the City as one of the public benefits
supporting the DA -- for that reason alone, reducing the amount of it would be very difficult if not impossible. The open
space requirements will be carefully described in the project's approvals and will also be recorded against the property.
So, as with any material changes to the approved project, any material change to the open space would be very difficult
and would involve a public process and City approval. As to parking spaces, as you know, the City would like to see the
number of spaces reduced. We plan to continue advocating for the proposed number of project parking spaces in our
application.

Q: During the phased construction could Prado transfer shares in the project to provide for new or additional
investors?

A: We have no plan to transfer any shares in the project and construction lenders generally prohibit any changes of
ownership by the project developer during construction and stabilization of a project. PSKS, along with our equity
partners and lenders, intend to provide all of the capital necessary to construct, own and operate the project. We plan to



retain day-to-day control of the project during development, construction, stabilization and ongoing operations. We
design and build our projects to hold for the long-term owner.

We look forward to reconnecting and thank you again for making the time to meet with us.

Sincerely, Dan

L

Dan Safier ~ President &CEO

Prado Group, Inc.

150 Post Street, Suite 320

San Francisco, CA 94108

dsafier@pradogroup.com

T: 415.395.0880 ~ D: 415.857.9306

From:lohn Rothmann [mailto:johnrathmann2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 8:20 PM
To: Dan Safier <dsafisr@pradogroup.com>; Dan Kingsley <dkingsley@sksre.com>
Cc: Kathy Devincenzi <krdevincenzi@gmail.com>; Catherine Carr <catherine.a.carr@gmail.com>; M.J. Thomas
<mjinsf@comcast.net>; Richard Frisbie <frFbeagle@gmail.com>
Subject: Specific gwuetions about thre proposed project

Dear Dan and Dan,

[Quoted text hidden]

John Rothmann <jahnrothmann2@yahoo.com>
To: Kathy Devincenzi <krdevincenzi@gmail.com>

Mon, Oct 30, 2017 at 7:21 PM

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Dan Safier <r~safier@nr~adogrouQ com>
To: John P.othmann <johnrothmanr.2@yahoo.com>; Dan Kingsley <dki:,gs~ey@sksre ccrn>
Cc: Kathy Devincenzi <kr~zvincanzi~c~ma'sl.com>; Catherine Carr <~atherin~ a.car~ @gmai;.c~ V~>; M.J. Thcmas
<mjir~sf@comca`.nei>; Richard Frisbie <fr~~~~ay!~~a~~rri~;!.corn>
[Quoted text hidden)
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The next slides show the horizontality of the composition as the
building steps down the hillside. As the nomination explains,
the horizontality of the architecture both in its long, low wings,
and in the specific design features of the wings—the division of
floors by continuous thin edges of concrete and the walls of the
floors consisting of long repetitions of similar rivindow units—
helped to balance the massing of the Office Building with the
surrounding landscape.



These photos of the windows show the modern aluminum
materials and the long repetitions of similar window units and
the modernist design of the vertical and horizontal dividers in
the windows evoking modern art forms. Also, the exterior glass
walls provided views into the landscape of the outdoor spaces
and at certain times of day reflected landscape features (trees,
lawn, walls, patterned pavement, etc.), adding yet another level
of integration between interior and exterior spaces. P. 21. This
reflection can be seen on these slides.
In 1984, the glass of the windows was tinted, the aluminum
frames of the units of the windows were painted brown and the
bottom panels of ceramic coated glass were changed from blue
to brown. As the nomination explains, this change did not alter
the essential features of the building or its "design as a glass box
open to its immediate landscape and to distant views:'

10



Next, we see the exquisite outdoor Terrace— which was set on
the east side of the building, framed by the Office and Cafeteria
Wings, where it was "protected from the prevailing west wind"
and on a portion of the site that had been graded to provide "a
good view of a large part of San Francisco." Here a biomorphic-
shaped lawn was framed by a patio, whose exposed aggregate
pavement was divided by rows of brick that aligned with the
window frames of the building.

~~



Benches attached to the niches of the zig-zag of the seat wall,
which enclosed the eastern side of the Terrace, provided places
for employees "to relax in the sun during lunch or coffee
breaks" P. 21

~2



Here we see the views of the Transamerica Pyramid and other

notable buildings from the Terraceo

13



In these photos we see the brick aligned with the window
frames of the building.

14



It created a boundary ~nrall along sore sides of the property and
was transformed into low retaining walls that defined a series of
planting beds along the some sides of the property.

f
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The materials Rockrise used for the student housing, their scale, their immediate access to the outdoors —
particularly the sliding glass door and wide balconies —and their siting and landscaping, which landscape
architect Lawrence Halprin designed, all conform to the principles of the Second Bay Region Tradition.
In terms of integrity Aldea 10 retains a high degree of integrity of location, design, setting, workmanship,
feeling and association. Some materials have been replaced, such as wood railings or siding, but these
alterations are visually compatible. Therefore, Aldea 10 appears to be eligible for listing NRHP/CRHR
under Criterion C/3 as an intact example of Second Bay Region Tradition.

?45 Parnassus Avenue/Faculty Alumni House
Built in 1915, this two-story building occupies a heavily wooded lot at the southeast corner of Sth
Avenue and Judah Street. The L-shaped building faces northwest and wraps around a small enclosed
courtyard covered with brick pavers. Textured stucco clads the structure. The primary window type is
wood sash, casement. The clay the-clad, cross-gable roof features exposed rafter tails. The main entrance,
which faces the courtyard at the northwest corner of the building, consists of a round projection with a
conical roof clad with clay tiles; its door is framed by a deep shaped opening. Three wood, glazed double
doors are located at the first story on other side of the main entrance. At the second story, each facade
contains four sets of paired casement windows with shutters featuring prominent rivets. The second floor
of the west-facing facade overhangs the first and is supported by machicolations. Each gable end features
a paired double door at the second story that opens to a sma11 balcony supported by decorative brackets.

The Faculty Alumni House is not known to be associated with persons of significance and therefore does
not appear to be eligible for the NRHP/CRHR under Criterion Bf 2. It does, however, appear to be
eligible for the NRHP/CRHR under Criteria A/1 and C/3, for its association with significant
developments in the history of UCSF and as an excellent example of Spanish Eclectic architecture with
high artistic value. Built for dental students in 1915, the building marks the first attempt to address
st~d~nt~~sa~,tie=af-~~-r~ssraa~~creatis~~igs-alsacoosd'►u~ted--b~xhe_deuxalstudents
followed within a few years. Thus the building expresses early attempts to foster student life at UCSF,
rendering it eligible under Criterion A/1. With its stucco cladding, clay the roof, heavy brackets,

- rounded entrance and carved archway, the Faculty Alumni House also stands as a fine example of
Spanish Eclectic architecture, which was entering its peak of popularity in 1915. The building has not
been moved or undergone significant alterations and stands in a residential neighborhood that has
changed little since 1915. It thus retains its integrity of location, setting;-design, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association.

3333 California Street/Laurel Heights Building
Built in 1957, this four-story building has an irregular plan and occupies the approximate center of an
irregular-shaped city block. The intervening spaces are filled with extensive landscaping or parking lots.
The concrete slab floors extend beyond the wall surface to form projecting cornices at each floor, and

--- - luminam=sa5hwindow~wa~~wit~rc~a rtes-thy= -- - -
exterior walls. Brick veneer covers the walls in certain locations, and the roof is flat. The main entry
opens on the north side of the building and features a covered entry with the roof supported on large
square brick piers, a small ground-level fountain, and sliding aluminum doors.

The Laurej Heights building appears to be eligible for lining in the NRHPJCRHR under Criteria A/1
and C/3. It stands as the most prominent postwar commercial development in the Laurel Heights
neighborhood and dramatically transformed the former cemetery site, rendering it eligible for the
NRHP/CRHR under Criterion A/1. No persons of significance are known to be associated with the
building; thus it does not appear to be eligible under Criterion BJ2. While Edward B. Page was not the
most prominent architect in San Francisco during the postwar period, his resume does accord him master

Carey ~ Co. ,Inc, 46
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architect status. More importantly, this main building at the Laurel Heights campus is an excellent
e.cample of mid-century Modernism and the International Style. Its horizontality makes it a particularly
good regional example of the architectural style. For these reasons the building appears to be eligible for /
the NRHP/CRHR under Criterion C/3.

The Firemen's Fund Insurance Company Building at Laurel Heights retains excellent integrity. It has not
been moved and its surroundings have not undergone many alterations. Thus the building retains its
integrity in all seven categories —location, setting, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association.

513 Parnassus Avenue/Medical Sciences Building
Built in 1954, this L-shaped building rises 17 stories on a steel structural frame and forms the east
boundary and part of the north boundary of the Parnassus Heights campus' Saunders Courtyard. The
north elevation faces Parnassus Avenue and features ten structural bays. Masonry panels clad the first
and tenth bays. In the remaining bays, masonry spandrels with horizontal ribbing separate horizontal
bands of aluminum windows. Four exhaust shafts enclosed in masonry panels project from the wall
surface and rise from the second story to above the roof line. The ground floor features floor-to-ceiling
aluminum windows separated by dark masonry panels at the structural columns. Monumental stairs rise
approximately four feet above the sidewalk level to the main entry, where three columns support a flat
entry roof. On the south and west elevations facing Saunders Courtyard, masonry panels cover the wall
surfaces and separate horizontal bands of aluminum windows. Projecting metal brackets used to support
exposed mechanical pipes and ducts attach to the wall surface in line with the stnictutal columns.

The Medical Sciences Building was constructed at a time when UCSF was undergoing its most
significant metamorphosis since the Affiliated Colleges were founded in the 1890s. Enrollment
skyzo~ke~~d_duringshe ps~~warTe_~. and~he institi, ;nn re eiv d unpres~s~n~esll€~els_ of oe vernn~ent =_
funding for research and curriculum development. New buildings were added rapidly to meet the demand
and reflect the growing prestige. Within this context, MSB appears eligible for listing in the
NRHP/CRHR under Criterion A/l, for its association wit events or historic themes of significance in — —
UCSF's history. It also stands as a good example of mid-century hospital architecture and the shift from
Palladian Style campuses to International Style, highrise buildings. Blanchard and Maher, while not the
most prominent architects in the San Francisco Bay Area, also rise to the level of master architects and
this building stands as one of the firm's most prominent buildings in San Francisco. Thus, MSB appears
to be eligible for the NRHP/CRHR under Criterion C/3. The building is not known to be associated
with persons significant to history and therefore does not appear to be eligible for the NRHP/CRHR
under Criterion B/2.

MSB has undergone some alterations but appears to retain a good degree of integrity to convey its
-- R,rt~~. 'b... .~..... «s~e~-been-recaved ar3d cofl~~~=~~«~,~-U~~.~ ~es~ita~anc~~l~~ —

Clinical Sciences building, down the road from LPPI, and among hospital and medical school facilities.
Thus it retains its integrity of location, setting, association, and feeling. The building has undergone
some alterations, most notably a new exit to Saunders Court and a glass shaft containing a stairwell and
vents on the west elevation. As these alterations occur on secondary elevations and are not notable on
the primary Parnassus Avenue facade, they do not significantly detract from the building's overall
design, materials, and workmanship. Thus the building retains a good degree of integrity in these areas.

707 Parnassus Avenue/School of Dentistry
Built in 1979, this L-shaped building rises four stories and steps back to form terraces. The lot contains a
parking lot to the south and a partially wooded green space at the north. This reinforced concrete
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M aY~~a r-e t ~~'i tz~;e r~i I ci
90 ~~'t'uvrl Strcct, ~Sau Eraiictx~>, C' \ Sl I~I Iti

1)~ite: l~eln~uary 28, ̀101Fi

~1s. lYlary ~V<~ods

Planner -North West Quadrant

San Francisco Planning Dep:utrnent

1650 Mission Street, Suite 400

San Francisco, CA 94103-`1414

RI?: ~3~33~-3 California St. Dc~ elopme:nt

bear Ms. titi'c~ocls:

•

I am writing regarding the development of the 3333 California Street development, currently the UCSF Laurel Heights

Campus (the "Site"). It is my understanding that the San Francisco Planning Departrnent is working with the developer of

the Site regarding the initial project plans for the proposed development. The owner of the fee interest and the developer of

the Site are limited in their joint ability to develop the Site because the owner of the Site does not have free and clear tide;

rather the general public holds a permanent recreational interest in all of the open space at the Site. Therefore, any

development plans at the Site may not unpinge upon this open space.

The general public holds a permanent right of recreational use on all of the open space at 3333 California and such rights

were obtained by implied dedication. Dedication is a common law principle that enables a private landowner to donate his

land for public use. Itnplied dedication is also a common law principle and is established when the public uses private land

for a long period of time, which period of time is five (5) years in California. In 1972, the California legislature enacted Civil

Code Section 1009 to modify the common law doctrine of implied dedication and to limit the ability of the public to secure

permanent adverse rights in private property. Here, however, the e~cisting open space at the Site was well established and

well used as a park by the general public long before the completion of the consti-uction of the full footprint of the

improvements at the Site in 1966. Therefore, the general public has permanent recrearional rights to the open space at the

Site; the rights were obtained by implied dedication prior to the enactment of Cal. Civil Code Sec. 1009 in 1972.

Even if the general public had not secured permanent rights to recreational use through implied dedication prior to 1972,

the public and countless individuals have acquired a prescriptive easement over the recreational open space. The

recreational use has been conhinuous, uninterrupted for decades, open and notorious and hosrile (in this context, hostile

means without permission). Every day, individuals and their dogs use the green space along Laurel, Euclid and along the

back of the Site at Presidio. Individuals ignore the brick wall along Laurel and regularly use die green space behind the wall

as a park for people and for their dogs. The use of the Site has not been permissive. For example, the owner of the Site has

not posted permission to pass signs in accordance with Cal. Civil Code Sec. 1008. If such signs ever were posted, they have

not been reported at least once per year. Although it is counterintuitive, an owner t}~ically posts such signs to protect

against the public securing adverse rights. Onc: might assume the owner of the Site has not posted such signs, as the ciwrier is

aware of the pre-existing and permanent recreational rights the general public has secured to the open space. Because the



~~`

public's rights to the open space were secured decades agv through implied dedication, it is not necessary for the general

public to rely upon its prescriptive easement rights oudined in this paragraph; rather it is another means to the same end.

It is important that the Planning Departrnent understand these legal issues as any project plan (or any Future project

description in an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") for the Site) cannot include development of the open 11nd over

which the public has a secured pen7ianent rights of recreational use. It would not be a concession by the owner/developer

to leave the open space undeveloped and allow public recreational use as the genera] public holds permanent recreational

rights to this space. It is important to note that even the open space behind the walls that has been used as park space is also

included in this dedication to the public. According to well-established case law, a wall or fence is not effective in preventing

the development of adverse property rights if individuals go around the wall, as is the case here.

In sum, the open space at the Site cannot he developed as the public secured such rights through implied dedication prior to

1972 (or, alternatively, by prescriptive easement). In reviewing the development plans for the Site, the City cannot decide to

allow development of any of the open space as the recreational rights to the space are held by the public at large. Any

project description in the future EIR for the Site that contemplates development of any of the open space would be an

inadequate project description and would eviscerate any lower impact alternative presented in the EIR. One only need to

look to the seminal land use case decided by the California Supreme Court regarding this very Site' to see that an EIR will

not be upheld if the project alternatives are legally inadequate. It would be misleading to the public to suggest that a lesser

impact alternative is one that allows the public to use the space to which it already has permanent recreational use rights.

In sum, please be advised of the public's permanent recreational rights to all of the existing open space at the Site and please

ensure that a copy of this letter is placed in the project file.

Sincerely,

Meg FitzgeraCc~

~1ar~aret N. I~iV~erllcl

~~'ith coi~ie, t~>:
~'Iark Farrell, Su~>er~~itior
D ui Safr, Yr.id<~ Grc~i.ip
I~attiy DiVici~uzi, Laurel I Ici„hts Itl~~yrc,~ci7ic•ni i~ssc~ciatic~ri
Robert Charles FricSe, Esq.

Laurel I-Ieig}its Improvement Association of San Francisco, [nc. v. The Regents of the University of California, 47 Cal. 3"' 376 (1988).
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R8~90W$Di ThAt Proposal No. Z-52.62.2•, an ~pglinatian toet~aage the Use Diatriat Claaaitiaatioa oS the here3nntter de-soribed para~l of land from a, k'irat Residential District to e~Cnrmaara3nl District, be, snd the aeme is hereby d.PPAOVID; aub-~ect to the.stipuletiona submitted by the applicant nad setforth hereiat

Coaanenaing at a point cx~ the 9/L of Calitornin Streetdiataat thereon 18'T set xeat of the N/L of Preeidiodvsane (praduaed), thence Reat~rly oa ae~fd line 707.3?5teat to w.c~tra to the 2e~t having a radius o! 15 =eet,thence 23;b62.feet meaeurad on tha arc of the ourve tothe left to the BfL oS IaureZ Street, theaoe southerlyon the $/L oS ianrel Street 127.227 Seet to the curveto tha let't hsviag a radius of 60 feet, thence 77,113Peet measured oa the aro of the curve to the Iett to n.aurva to the right having a radius oS' 12D feet, thence149.1,53 teed measured on the era of the cvsve to theright to a curve to the a~.g13~ having a rsdiue o~ 4033i'eet, thence 388.710 teat measured on the aro o= thecurve to the right to a curve to the l~tt having a radi-us oS 20 feat, theaca 35.188 feet measured oa the aroo~ the curve to the left to the north eat line of EuclidAvenue, thence 8 73° 12:~ E oa tYie northaeat line ot Eu-clid Avenue 57.x,934 reef to a curve to the left having~ radtna of 6b feat, thence 42.318 foot, measured oathe' aro oS tho enrvs to the let't .to the aortYs~+►eatsrly13ne at E[aaonia Avenue {propaaad axtenaSon), thence N35° b4~ S; 380.66 feet to tha arc of a curve to theleft hn4ing s radius or 425 test, thence 254.178 t'eet.measured on the era of the curve to the left, thence F52.° 38~ 2$.74'~~ 1R', 28 .860 feet to the point of commeacs-meat. Being the major portion or Lot 3A~ BlocY 1032,ooataining 10.2.717 e.crea, more or 7.eaa •
RE40LYED, F'tJ~TRTI~A, That ti~a ohange mall be sad at a.11tiraee remain contingent upon obaerv~nce by the ovrner or awneraand by his or their auccea~ora Sn interest or the conditions aoa~tamed in t}ze rolloxing stipulations ss to the uss o~ thn lande.i'tected.

1. The charao~Cer of the improvement for com~aercialpuspoaea of bhe aubfect property, or s~ny port3ot~ there-of, slsall be limited to a building or buildings dea3~a-ed as proteaaional~ inati~utioaa.l o~ office builaiaga,includSng service bu3ldiug~ which ere normsllT accea-sary thereto.

2. The aggrege~te gross floor area or a3.1 such bui2dinga,calculated oaoiu~ive oP oelZara, of be~ement areas usedonly t'or atorsge or services incidental ~o the operationand msintenaace of a building, and of indoor or othercovered autouwbile parking specs, ehaZl not exceed thetotal area of tho property allotted to such use.
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Sy For each ti4e tu~dred 
equate rest of groae floor

area is sucD building~e
, oaloulated ea is 

atipulntton 2,

above there sha21 be reserve
d and kept available 

on

the property or the 
portion thereon allot

ted to such

une, one oft-etr~st 
autoaabile psr3tiag apaoes 

or equi-

valsa~ open epaae anitab
l.e t'or the ultimate 

provision

of auoh parking apaoe 
ae needed for the a

ocamm~odetion

of users o~ the promisee
.

4• 8o euoh building, o
ther than a minor ncc

ee~orJ

building hav3ag q t'loor 
area c~ not more tYsan 

~lQO d4uaz'e

Seet~ a2~s11 ocoupT any 
por~iaa of the properCT 

shioh is

within I80 feet oS tha l
ine o? the Su~lid A

venue bound-

arp theraot~ or which is 
~rithiu S00 feet o! t

he easter-

2y line of I,aure~. Street and
 aauth oP the nortberlp 

line

oS l[ay~air Drive extended•

5. Tt the subject gropert~~ or 
any portion thereof, is

developed ae a alts Sor residential 
building, auah

buildings ~.tsell ba limited as foll
owsi

s• $o reaiden~ial building oth
er than a one-

ta~ally dxelling or a ~o-Samily
 d*oiling shall

occupy any portion of the proper
ty which i~►

eithin 100 Seet of the Suolid 1~venue boundar7

line therevt, or which is ~rithin 100 rest of

the eaater2y line a! laurel 3treeb and south o!

the northerly Zine of btayYair Drive eatan8ad•

b• No dwelling within the said described por-

~ion o3' the subjeot area ak~il occupy a parcel

02' lead havi.r~g as nraa of less thna thirty

throe hundred (3300) square feet, nor aball e~

such dwelling covdr nsore than t'itty percent (50~)

at the•area o! such parcel or be leas than tw0lvo

(I2•) feet troca any other such dwelling, or bs set

haoY lees than ten (7.0) feet from any presently

esistlag or future public street, or Have a
height is ~xceaa oS torts (40) feet,'me4surad and

regulated as set forth is partistent section o~
the Building Gode o~ the City anii County of Sea

Franoiaco.

o. Na residential building in other portions of
the subject progeny abell have n ground coverage
3n eacesa of fifty percent (50~) of the area al-
lottied to such building.

6. Developmaat of the eub~ect proper~p, or or arxy separate

portion thereof', for commercial use sa stipulated hernia,

null include proviaion9 t'or appropriate end reaaonabla

landscaping of the required oyes spaces, end prior to the

isswance o2' a permit for any building or buildtnga there
sha12 be submitted to the City Planning Commiasioa' for
Approval ea to oontormity xith these etipuZatiorse, a site

plan aho.siag the character and location of the proposed
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building or buildings, and related parYlag apaceaand landscaped areas upon the proper~T, or uponauah ■eparate portion thereo3' ae ie 411ottad tosuch D~iilding or buildings. It shall b~ undere~oodthat apgroval of any such ple~n shall not precludesubsequent approval by the Co~mm3.aaion of a revisedor alternative plan xbich coaPorma ~o thaee atipu-lat ionn .

I hereby aertifT that the t'oragoing resolution man adoptedbT the CitT planning Commission at its apeoial meeting oa HoTem-ber L3, 1955, e.rad I tut~ther cartitT Chet the stipulations setPorch in the said reaa2ution mere submitted is a wrritten atate-~neat placed as tile. '

Jos h ola;:Jr.Sec star /

Ayes Commissioners KildufP~ Towle, Devine, ;bfilliatmsNoes None
Absent: Co~nisaionera Brooks, Lopez, PriacePassed: November 13, 1952
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S FATE OF CALIFORNIA -THE NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND G. BRAWN, JR., Governor

OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
P.O. BOX 942896
SACRAMENTO, CA 94296-OOD1
(916) 445-7000 Fax: (916) 445-7053
calshpoC~parks.ca.gov

August 31, 2018

John Rothman, President
Kathryn Devincenzi, Vice President
Laurel Heights Improvement Association of San Francisco
22 Iris Avenue
San Francisco, California 94118

RE: Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, Determination of Eligibility
National Register of Historic Places

Dear Mr. Rothman and Ms. Devincenzi:

am writing to inform you that on August 29, 2018, Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
was determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (National Register).
As a result of being determined eligible for the Nafiiona~ Register, this property has been
listed in the California Register of Historical Resources, pursuant to Section 4851(a)(2) of
the California Code of Regulations.

There are no restrictions placed upon a private property owner with regard to normal use,
maintenance, or sale of a property determined eligible for the Nafiional Register. However,
a project that may cause substantial adverse changes in the significance of a registered
property may require compliance with local ordinances or the California Environmental
Quality Act. in addition, registered properties damaged due to a natural disaster may be
subject to the provisions of Section 5028 of the Public Resources Code regarding
demolition or significant alterations, it imminent threat to life safety does not exist.

If you have any questions or require further information, please contact Jay Correia of the
Registration Unit at (916) 445-7008.

Sincerely,

1 ---__ _ --- ---------_....
4 ~

Julianne Polanco
State His#oric Preservation Officer

Enclosure



August 31, 2018

Previous Weekly Lists are available here: htt~.;/wvvw.nps_.  yov(histoor~/nr/nrlist htm

Please visit our homepage: http://~nr~vw.nps.gov/nr/

Check out what's Pending: hops•//~~~~nnv nps.gov/nr/~endinq/pendinq.htm

Prefix Codes:

SG - Singfe nomination
MC -Multiple cover sheet
MP —Multiple nomination (a nomination under a multiple cover sheet)
FP -Federal DOE Project
FD -Federal DOE property under the Federal DOE project
NL -NHL
BC -Boundary change (increase, decrease, or both)
MV -Move request
AD -Additional documentation
OT -All other requests (appeal, removal, delisting, direct submission)
RS —Resubmission

WEEKLY LIST OF ACTIONS TAKEN ON PROPERTIES: 8/16/2018 THROUGH
8131 /2018

KEY: State, County, Property Name, Address/Boundary, City, Vicinity, Reference
Number, NHL, Action, Date, Multiple Name

CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY,
fireman's Fund Insurance Company Home Office,
3333 California St.,
San Francisco, RS100002709,
OWNER OBJECTION DETERMINED ELIGIBLE, 8/29/2018



DECEMBER 13, 2018 PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING

~~~~~ M.J. Thomas <Iaurelheights2016@gmail.com>

IMPORTANCE OF PRESERVING THE HISTORIC PROI
Street, San Francisco, CA
1 message

Zarin Randeria <thezarin@yahoo.com> D~cer~~w l3~ ~o~ ~
Reply-To: Zarin Randeria <thezarin@yahoo.com>

I QVl V~ I Vl ~ 0 ~'1 Wl l SSI O VI

San Francisco Plannin Commissioners:g o '

As a concerned citizen of San Francisco and a resident of Lai ~~~ 0 ~ ~r.~~

about the developers totally ignoring the concerns of people w
NON-RECOGNITION OF THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE OF CITY & CC.iUC•=~~`~ +;~~- ;=.~=

1. In an earlier public meeting the developers did not even rr ~~ti'~G~' "~ ̀~ ~ -~
San Francisco, CA, if of Historic Significance.

2. You should support the Neighborhood Full Preservation Alternative because:

A. It has the same number of residential units as the project (558 with a 744 variant).

B. It would retain the character-defining features of the historically significant landscaping
including the beautiful Terrace designed by Eckbo, Royston &Williams and the majority of the 185
mature trees that would continue to absorb greenhouse gases.

It is important for you to know that people from our neighborhood and other neighborhoods
regularly use the green space on this site for recreation playing with their dogs, having impromptu
picnics and simply visit with one another. This SPACE IS VERY IMPORTANT TO OUR
COMMUNITY.

C. We support using all the space for housing which is affordable and can accommodate the
diverse population of our City. By using all the space for housing, some units would be large
enough for middle-income families. We do not need retail space as that would compete with the
merchants at Laurel Village Shopping Center.

D. Any construction to re-formulate this space needs to be built in approximately 3 years
rather than the 7-15 years the project applicant wants.

3. We recommend that some of the 44,306 square feet of retail in this Alternative be used for 24
residential units so the Alternative has the same number of residential units as the proposed
project. This Alternative would have retail along California Street but not also at Euclid, which the
proposed project would have. Additionally, the applicant should explain the exact type of
replacement windows proposed and why the proposed "new rooftop addition" that would
distinguish it from the original building yet be compatible with Midcentury Modern design principles.

4. The proposed project as designed by the developers is an unattractive mass of nondescript
buildings crammed onto the site with concrete pathways and ALMOST NO GREEN SPACE which
is vital for our City as more and more of it seems to be cement and concrete.

5. There is no need to destroy this historically significant site because alternatives are
available which will achieve housing production by building on the parking lots.



DECEMBER 13, 2018 PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING

~~~~' M.J. Thomas <Iaurelheights2016@gmail.com>

IMPORTANCE OF PRESERVING THE HISTORIC PROPERTY AT 3333 CALIFORNIA
Street, San Francisco, CA
message

Zarin Randeria <thezarin@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Zarin Randeria <thezarin@yahoo.com>

San Francisco Planning Commissioners:

Mon, Dec 3, 2018 at 11:57 PM

As a concerned citizen of San Francisco and a resident of Laurel Heights we are very concerned
about the developers totally ignoring the concerns of people who live in the neighborhood and their
NON-RECOGNITION OF THE HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PROPERTY.

1. In an earlier public meeting the developers did not even mention that 3333 California Street,
San Francisco, CA, if of Historic Significance.

2. You should support the Neighborhood Full Preservation Alternative because:

A. It has the same number of residential units as the project (558 with a 744 variant).

B. It would retain the character-defining features of the historically significant landscaping
including the beautiful Terrace designed by Eckbo, Royston &Williams and the majority of the 185
mature trees that would continue to absorb greenhouse gases.

It is important for you to know that people from our neighborhood and other neighborhoods
regularly use the green space on this site for recreation playing with their dogs, having impromptu
picnics and simply visit with one another. This SPACE IS VERY IMPORTANT TO OUR
COMMUNITY.

C. We support using all the space for housing which is affordable and can accommodate the
diverse population of our City. By using all the space for housing, some units would be large
enough for middle-income families. We do not need retail space as that would compete with the
merchants at Laurel Village Shopping Center.

D. Any construction to re-formulate this space needs to be built in approximately 3 years
rather than the 7-15 years the project applicant wants.

3. We recommend that some of the 44,306 square feet of retail in this Alternative be used for 24
residential units so the Alternative has the same number of residential units as the proposed
project. This Alternative would have retail along California Street but not also at Euclid, which the
proposed project would have. Additionally, the applicant should explain the exact type of
replacement windows proposed and why the proposed "new rooftop addition" that would
distinguish it from the original building yet be compatible with Midcentury Modern design principles.

4. The proposed project as designed by the developers is an unattractive mass of nondescript
buildings crammed onto the site with concrete pathways and ALMOST NO GREEN SPACE which
is vital for our City as more and more of it seems to be cement and concrete.

5. There is no need to destroy this historically significant site because alternatives are
available which will achieve housing production by building on the parking lots.



Thank You!

Zarin E. Randeria
38 Lupine Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118



~~C~~~ Kathy Devincenzi <krdevincenzi@gmail.com>

Re: DEIR, Case No. 2015-014028ENV Project Title: 3333 California Street Mixed-Use

Project Zoning: Residential, Mixed, Low Density [RM-1] Zoning District 40-X Height
and Bulk District Block/Lot: Block 1032/Lot 003 Applicant/Agent: Laurel Heights
Partners LHP
1 message

victoria underwood <victoria.underwood@att.net> Tue, Dec 4, 2018 at 10:08 AM
To: "Commissions.secretary@sfgov.org" <Commissions.secretary@sfgov.org>
Cc: "LaurelHeights2016@gmail.com" <LaurelHeights2016@gmail.com>

Please see my letter attached for your review and consideration regarding the above.

Thank you,

Victoria Underwood

~~ 3333CALSF Draft EIR 12-2-2018 Response.docx
27K

FOR DECEMBER 13, 2018 PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING
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December 4, 2018

City Of San Francisco -Planning Commission

Commission Chambers,

Room 400, City Hall,

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place,

San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Commissions. secretaryC~sf~ov. or

Re: Case No. 2015.1014028ENV
Project Title: 3333 California Street Mixed Use Project Zoning: Residential, Mixed, Low Density [RM-1] Zoning
District 40 X Height and Bulk District Block/Lot: Block 1032/Lot 003

Applicant/Agent: Laurel Heights Partners LHP

Dear Planning Commissioners:

This letter is in direct response to the Draft EIR, Volume2c: Appendices D-G, published November 7, 2018. I have
read the report and I have a number of comments and concerns.

The Notice of Public Hearing was posted at the corners of the 3333 California location, but both pages failed to be
posted providing informative and critical information to the public.

1. Your name and email contact address and phone number
2. The Planning Department's website address in order to download the Draft EIR document assessment
3. The Notice of a Public Hearing before the Historic Preservation Commission on Wednesday December 5~ at

12:30 p.m. at which the Historic Commission is to make its comments on the Draft EIR.
4. Notice to the Public that public comments to the Historic Preservations will be accepted from 11/8/2018 -

12/24/2018.

The Draft EIR states that the project would have a Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation impact on noise
because it would "expose people to or generate noise levels in excess of applicable standards or cause a substantial
temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels." (page 4.D.36) The estimated consfiruction period is 7 to 15
 years•

The Draft EIIZ states that the project would have a Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation impact on historic
architectural resources because the project "would demolish portions of the office building... and remove all of the
project site's existing designed landscape elements and features, including, but not limited to, the curvilinear shapes
in pathways, driveways, and planting areas; integrated landscape features, including planter boxes and seating; brick
perimeter walls; and the concrete pergola and terraced planting feature facing Laurel Street." (p. 4.B.41)

The DEIR admits that the project would be expected to generate higher Vehicle Miles Traveled than retail, office or
residential average projects in the area. The DEIR compares the project with city average data but not with actually
measured traffic conditions in the project area. However, the DEIR concludes that the project would have an impact
on traffic that would be Less Than Significant with Mitigation. (page 4.C.74) The DEIR claims that reducing the
retail parking supple would mitigate the Vehicle Miles Traveled impacts o the project. (page 4.C.80)

The DEIR estimates that the project would generate 10,057 daily automobile trips (page 4.C.58). This is probably an
understatement because another EIR for a mixed use project estimated 13,000 automobile trips generated by the retail
square footage alone (approximately 54,000 square feet), and the proposed project also has 558 or 744 residential
units and a 49,999 square foot new office building that would generate additional vehicle trips.

The EIR Intersection Operations Analysis (Page 9,Task 7.2) has focused on transit timing on California Street. To say
that Applicant's Proposed Project will have little or no impact on transit and traffic flow on all surrounding streets,
simply is NOT true. As it is currently during the commute, Masonic Avenue is solid cars between Presidio and

To m



Euclid during evening commute hours and that is with the right most lane on Presidio with the additional lane to
Euclid; both of which are to be removed as part of Applicant's Proposed Project. As it is currently, for every
southbound vehicle that stops on Presidio at the Presidio/Pine/Masonic light, three now utilize the right most lane
up to Masonic or Euclid. That means that if 3 to 5 cars stop for the traffic light, 9 have driven up Masonic and no are
longer sitting waiting to turn right at the light. But, if you eliminate that right most lane, those cars will have to wait
for the light to change and back up to the SFFD Credit Union Building at Presidio and California. Additionally,
Muni buses have a shift change and buses are coming off California onto Presidio Avenue; add one or two buses and
traffic on Presidio will back up to California. The impact for anyone familiar with these intersections is clear. I just
have to look out the window. The idea that you can add three total ingress/egress active driveways on Presidio next
to the SFFD Credit Union ingress/egress garage driveway and then do the same on Masonic and, not overload all the
surrounding streets as the Applicant's Proposed Project does by using criteria from other sites without
understanding these major thoroughfares, will be disastrous. You could end up backing traffic all the way down to
the financial district.

The DEIR claims that project impacts on air quality, geology, hydrology, vegetation and other matters would be less
than significant.

During the 15-year construction period the developer is requesting, the developer would be able to apply for changes
to make the project bigger, expand the retail and increase the heights and amounts of development. This suggests
further entitlements and profiting from real estate speculation on the back of the neighborhoods affected by the
proposed Project. The Applicant is trying to make us all believe that their proposed project is for the better good and
will address the more immediate issue the City has for additional and affordable housing. It is ludicrous that it
would take 15 years of construction to accomplish that. It is clear that anyone who supports the Proposed Project
and the proposed construction schedule does not live within the unmediate proximity of this site.

I, along with many of my neighbors, have opposed the developer's concept from the beginning. We are in of the

need for additional and affordable housing in our neighborhood. We stand against the Applicant's proposed project

because it would be destructive to the neighborhood. The developer's proposal is too massive, too commercialized
and out of character with the neighborhood and, since we know now about the Historic Preservation Commission s

assessment about the value of the existing historic building and landscaping, we continue to wonder how the
Applicant has been able to push a plan that would do so much damage to the site and the neighborhood so far down
the road.

We have objected to the destruction and removal of the existing green areas. We've asked the Applicant of the
Proposed Project for an alternative preservation plan that is consistent with the design and aesthetics of the

condominiums directly across the street from the Project on California Street between Laurel and Walnut (for

example) without touching any of the green and landscaped areas on Masonic, Euclid or Laurel. The neighborhood
has expressed its desire to have the Applicant redesign the proposed Project so preserve as much of the site as

possible and complete critically needed residential housing in the shortest time possible. We've written letters to the

Applicant, addressed these issues in person with the Applicant at the Developer's poster-board sessions and at the
Scoping Meeting at the JCC with the Planning Department but we have yet to see a design that warrants serious
consideration by the neighborhood or the City.

I believe the Project, as proposed, will have an enormously, negative impact on the neighborhood and surrounding

areas. The proposed uses and high density of the proposed project will increase traffic flow and congestion, increase

noise and pollution and increase the loss of parking, etc. The proposed removal of the green spaces and mature trees

and plants will unnecessarily impact the local environment and deprive the surrounding area from continued public
use.

The increased noise from the Proposed Project, including construcrion activities, will adversely affect nearby

sensitive receptors including existing residential housing units surrounding the 10-acre site, the elderly residential
facility at the JCC across the street from the site and child care uses at the JCC. There is no reason ar justification for

relocating the Child Care Center from its current location on the existing site. We know that the existing zoning

limits heights greater than 40 feet at Euclid and Masonic and no retail is permitted.

To m



A Community Alternative Plan (hereinafter referred to as "CAP") is being created to reflect what we believe will

preserve the entire Historical Building. The design will include re-purposing of the Historical Building to residential

use. 'The "CAP" will preserve Eckbo Terrace, Children s Childcare Playground, along with the Redwood trees, and

preserve all Historic Landscaping. The existing green spaces on Laurel, Euclid, Masonic and Presidio will remain

intact in this redesign. The "CAP" will accomplish the Applicant's goal of providing 558-744 housing units (Variant)

by a design of three or four, four-story buildings on the existing surface parking lots facing California Street; with no

retail or office. As we understand it, the housing units facing California Street in the CAP will be consistent with the

design and aesthetics of the condominiums directly across the street as mentioned above. The number of trees and

landscaping to be removed will be substantially less in the CAP Plan. We have not seen the fully-designed CAP but

we whole heartedly support the draft of a plan that we have seen because it is less destructive and can be completed

and on line satisfying the immediate need for additional housing within the timeline of three to five years; not 15

years.

Applicants Proposed Plan does not serve any of us well. They have had every opportunity to redesign and submit

an Alternative Preservation Plan and they have refused to do that. My sincerely hope is the Planning Department

will want to consider the CAP which is timely and less impactful to the neighbors and the many neighborhoods and

stop the negative impact that will undoubtedly occur by approval of the Applicant's Proposed Plan before this goes

any farther.

Thank you.

Victoria Underwood

510 Presidio Avenue

San Francisco, CA 94115

Victoria.underwoodQatt.net

cc:

LaurelHeights2016Qgmail.com
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